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EMTEQ Introduces 115VAC Wash Light for the Air Transport Aftermarket
Refreshed cabins enhance the passenger experience; reduce maintenance
New Berlin, Wis., USA (March 31, 2009) – EMTEQ, a leading aviation systems and lighting integrator, has
developed a new 115VAC LED interior wash light, the ELW83. Developed for the air transport market with cost
and weight considerations, the ELW83 offers increased life over fluorescent lights with reduced maintenance
requirements. The ELW83 is ideal for wide or narrow body applications for most air transport category aircraft.
“The ELW83 captures recent gains in LED and electronic technologies to provide for a 115VAC input LED wash
light intended to replace florescent systems on aircraft,” says Director of Product Development Matt Trotter. “It
opens the aftermarket airline market to LED lights in the economy cabin. EMTEQ’s ELW83 is a low cost way to
reduce maintenance and refresh the cabin interior.”

The ELW83 improves cabin aesthetics for a newer aircraft look. The product also offers step dimming to 10%,
50% and 100% intensities and several color temperatures allowing the operator to select several cabin settings
for increased passenger comfort. EMTEQ is currently in negotiations with a worldwide airline carrier for a cabin
upgrade to install ELW83.

For more information about ELW83, custom product development or any of EMTEQ’s other aviation products and
services, visit www.emteq.com. Call +1-262-679-6170 or toll free in the United States at 888-679-6170. Write to
sales@emteq.com.

About EMTEQ and Its Partners
Incorporated in 1996, EMTEQ is a comprehensive solution provider, specializing in avionics systems and
integration, interior lighting and cabin comfort, and exterior lighting products for retrofit and forward fit applications
in the military, corporate, HOS/VIP, helicopter and air transport markets. To complement this product offering is
EMTEQ’s unsurpassed design, certification and consulting services. From electrical and mechanical design to
interior reconfigurations, FAA certification services, Transport Canada document processing and interpretation,
and technical support, EMTEQ delivers innovative products and responsive service on every program. Today,
EMTEQ employs 430 people and operates its headquarters from a state-of-the-art, PMA and AS9100 57,000 sq.
ft. approved facility in New Berlin, Wisconsin, with worldwide offices and manufacturing facilities in Florida,
Winnipeg, Canada, Taubaté, Brazil, and Bachenbülach, Switzerland. EMTEQ also holds a strategic partnership
with Cable Technology in Great Falls, Montana. Learn more about EMTEQ and its partners at www.emteq.com,
www.acs-nai.com, and www.cteq.com.
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